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ERATING AND SUPERHEATING UNITS 
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3 Claims. (Cl. 18S-83) 

This invention relates to improvements in drum in 
ternals for the steam and water drum of a high pressure 
steam generating unit. The pertinent internals are par 
ticularly effective 'for the separation of steam and water 
from high pressure steam and water mixtures entering the 
drum. j 

In a more speciiic sense, the invention relates to a whirl 
chamber steam and water separator which is wholly 
frusto-conical from one extreme end to the other, and 
which is constructed and arrangedy so as to reduce the 
time and labor cost of assembly of the pertinent drum in 
ternals, and to similarly facilitate the removal and replace 
ment of the whirl chamber units, as are required during 
periodic maintenance operations. For the attainment of 
these ends, the upright whirl chamber wall has an inlet 
formed as a junction box of rectangular flow area and hav 
ing an upright terminal ilange normally fitting in pressure 
tight relationship against the face of a similarly formed 
flange on a second junction box of similar design, and 
communicating with an inlet chamber which normally re 
ceives a steam and water mixture under high pressure. 
The upright flanges at the meeting and engaging ends of 
the junction boxes are fitted with inter-engaging elements 
or projections distributed over the perimeters of the junc 
tion box ilanges, and so constructed and arranged as to 
co-act with a single adjustable element to guide the whirl 
chamber construction into its operative position, and to 
lock it in pressure. tight relationship to the junction box 
which is secured to the steam and water inlet chamber. 

In a still more. specific instance the fixed junction box 
flange secured to the steam and water mixture inlet cham 
ber is equipped with upright lugs or projections, formed 
with downwardly contracting or V-shaped notches to re 
ceive correspondingly spaced projections from the end 
flange of the junction box of the whirl chamber. With 
this construction, each whirl chamber is lifted up as a unit 
until the projections of its junction box flange are received 
in the V-shaped notches of the projections on the fixed 
junction box flange, and then the whirl chamber is 
dropped downwardly so that its junction box projections 
contact the inclined edges of the notches in the projections 
on the flange of the ñ'xedïjunction box. To further force 
theV whirl` chamber projections downwardly in the V 
shaped notches for the purpose of securing the junction 
box» flanges in pressure tight relationship, the top of the. 
junction box of the whirlV chamber has. aplate fixed there“ 
to and provided with an aperture through which there ex 
tends a screw threaded stud,.which is aflixedv tothe upper 
part of the junction box ofthe lixed steam and water mix 
ture chamber. A single adjustable elementlin the form of 
a screw threaded nut is> threaded upon the. top of the` stud, 
and engages the plate iixed to the whirl chamber junction 
box, so that the turning of the nut will align the passage 
ways in the two junction boxes and forcethe ilangesof 
the' junction boxes into'pressure tight relationship. 
There is a‘y substantial pressure `drop between the inlet 

chamber for the`> steamn and waterr mixtures, and’` the sep 
arate steam and water outlets of the whirl chamber, but 
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the construction of the junction boxes whereby they are> 
formed with a rectangular ñow area or cross-section, sub- 
stantially reduces the pressure drop required for the high 
velocity whirling movement of the fluid within the whirl 
chamber. 
The pertinent whirl chamber steam and water sepa 

rators are disposed in a row along the wall of the steam 
and water mixture inlet chamber, and disposed in vertical 
ly spaced relation above the separated steam outlets of 
the whirl chambers is a series of auxiliary multiple plate 
separators with closely spaced upright corrugated plates, 
which are sand blasted to increase the capacity of the aux 
iliary separators. The auxiliary separators are, in prac-_ 
tice, mounted upon a ledge or ñxed shelf vertically spaced 
from the steam outlet tops of the whirl chambers so asy 
to provide a space for the exit of any auxiliary drops of 
water for their return to the water space of the drum. 
This spacing of the auxiliary separators also promotes low 
pressure drop through the entire steam and water separat 
ing apparatus, and provides for relatively free movement 
of any separated steam beneath the auxiliary separators> 
and into the steam space of the drum. 
The invention will be concisely set forth in the ap 

pended claims, but for a more completeV understanding of 
the invention, its advantages and uses, recourse should 
be had to the following description which refers to pre 
ferred embodiments shown in the accompanying drawings.` ' 

ln the drawings: 
Fig. l is a transverse vertical section through a- steam 

and water drum of a steam generator, showing the illus 
trative whirl chamber or cyclone with its lower portion 
broken away to show the separated outlet for the discharge 
of separated water into the water space of the drum; 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic plan showing the arrangement 
of the whirl chambers or cyclones in a row beneath a shelf 
upon which the auxiliary separators are arranged; 

Fig. 3 is an elevation of the whirl chamber or cyclone 
with its bottom broken away to show the construction at 
the separated water outlet, and its top broken awayl to 
show the construction at the top of- the ‘frusto-conical whirl 
chamber for thel steam outlet. This view also showsthe 
junction boxes of the» whirl chamber and» of the fixed 
steam and water mixture inlet chamber in their operative 
and pressure tight relations; 

Fig. 4 is a hor-izontal'section‘on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3, 
and looking in direction of the arrows; 

Fig. 5 is an elevation of the cyclone or whirl chamber 
from a position at 90° removed ̀ from the Fig. 3 position; 
and 

Fig. 6 is a plan of the cyclone or whirl chamber with itsI 
associated junction boxes in their operative relationships; 

Flg. l- of the drawings shows a steam and water mix 
ture inlet> chamber 10 formed on one side by the wall of 
the drum l1 between the positions A and B, and on theî 
other side, by the connected and removable wall plates 
13_16. This inlet-chamber normally receives high veloc 
ity and high pressure steam and water mixtures from the 
connected steam generating tubes 18--23~ 
The inlet chamber 10 with its component plates may ' 

extend over a predominant'part ofthe length of the’drutn', 
as indicated in Fig. 2, which View also shows a plurality of 
whirlvchamber or steam and water separation cyclones'24rv 
arranged in a-row within the drum ll. Each whirl cham 
ber'or cyclone includes a one piece metallic shell'whicltl 
is wholly frusto-conical in outline, tapering uniformly 
from the extreme top of the cyclone to its bottom, which 
is of maximum diameter. The steam outlet for eachv 
cyclone. or whirlchamber is formed within a downwardly“ 
turned and inwardly spaced flange 25, as indicated in Fig.` 
3, and the separated water outlet for each cycloneï or` 
\vhirl"chamber isY an annular opening between a bottom 
26 and the wall of the whirl chamber. Within the annu 
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lar outlet for separated water there is a plurality of helical 
ly arranged vanes, such as 27 and 28, for imparting to 
the separated water a suñ’icient downward component to 
overcome the static head when the water level 30 within 
the drum is considerably above the bottom of the whirl 
chamber. 
Formed in the plate, or plates 13, is a row of rectangu 

lar` openings each of which is aligned with the passage 
in a fixed junction box 31. Each junction box 31 has 
an end flange 32 iitted against and tightly secured to a 
plate 13. The flange 32 is rectangular in construction hav 
ing upright parts integral with the upright walls 33 and 
34 of the junction box 31, and having upper and lower 
parts integral with the top 3S and the bottom 36 of the 
junction box 31. Each upright part of the ñange 32 has 
threelugs 37, 38 and 39 welded thereto. Each lug is a 
plate section extending outwardly away from the steam 
and water mixture inlet chamber 10, and having its upper 
edge >formed with a V-shaped notch having a vertical rear 
edge 40, a bottom 41, and an inclined forward edge 42. 

For a purpose which will later appear, the top 35 of 
the junction box 31 has a screw threaded stud 43 welded 
thereto. 

Each cyclone or whirl chamber unit has a junction box 
43 shaped to provide an inlet for the cyclone or whirl 
chamber, and arranged to deliver a high velocity stream 
of steam and water mixture substantially tangentially into 
the whirl chamber. Each junction box 43 has a rectangu 
lar cross-section with side walls 44 and 45, a top 46, and 
a bottom 47 ñtted against and preferably welded to the - 
side wall of the whirl chamber. Each junction box 43 
also has a rectangular end ñange including uprights 46 
and 47, preferably welded to the walls of the junction box 
and fitted against corresponding parts 48 and 49 of a 
corresponding end ñange at the outer end of the junction 
box 31. Corresponding transversely and horizontally dis 
posed ñange members connect the uprights 46’ and 47' 
to complete the ilange secured to the junction box 43, and 
similar transverse and horizontal members connect the 
uprights 48 and 49 of the flange at the outer end of the 
junction box 31, each surrounding flange construction be 
ing welded to its respective junction box. 
Each of the upright ñange parts 46’ and 47' welded 

to the end of the junction box 43 has three projections, 
such as 51, 52 and S3, vertically spaced to correspond with 
the spacings of the lugs 37, 38 and 39, and adapted to be 
received within the V-shaped notches of those lugs as 
clearly indicated in Fig. 3 of the drawings. 
At the top of the junction box 43 there is welded one 

end >of a right angle plate S4 provided with an opening 
to receive the stud 43 when the whirl chamber or cyclone 
is positioned so that its lugs 51, 52 and 53 will drop with 
inthe notches in the positions shown in Fig. 3. The in 
clined Walls, such as 42, of the notches when contacted 
by the >projections 51, 52 and 53, cause the cyclone and 
whirl chamber unit to be moved so that the end ñanges, 
including the uprights 46, 47, 48 and 49 are brought into 
contact, and this action is increased and the two junction 
boxes brought into pressure tight contact when the nut 55 
1s threaded upon the stud 43, and turned so as to press the 
horizontal part of the plate 54 downwardly. 
As the high velocity stream of steam and water mix 

tures enters the whirl chamber through the junction box 
43, a whirling motion of the ñuid is set up within the whirl 
chamber and the water of the mixture being heavier than 
the steam, is concentrated along the wall of the whirl 
chamber and the steam thus separated is disposed cen 
trally of the whirl chamber where it can rise through the 
steam outlet `at the top of the whirl chamber, and within 
the downwardly extending ñange 2S. Between this ñange 
and the wall portion 60 of the whirl chamber adjacent the 
ñange, there is received an upward component of the 
whirling ̀ stream of the water so that it will not be ejected 
upwardly from the whirl chamber. The separated water 
whirling around the interior of the cyclone is impelled 
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downwardly and through the annular separated water 
outlet between the circular bottom 26 and the adjacent 
bottom part of the wall of the whirl chamber. It is given 
an increased downward component by the action of the 
helical vanes, such as 27 and 28, so as to overcome the 
static head when the water level 30 is substantially above 
the bottom of the whirl chamber. 

Separated steam passing upwardly through the steam 
outlet within the ñange 25 next passes between the corru 
gated plates 61 of an auxiliary separator 62, a row of 
these separators being mounted upon the shelf or platform 
63, which is vertically spaced above the tops of the cyclone 
or whirl chamber units as clearly indicated in Fig. l 
of the drawings. This shelf or ledge has a forward and 
downwardly extending lip 64 to eiiect the downward move 
ment of any drops of water which may pass from the 
whirl chamber, and also to eiîect the loading of the auxil 
iar’y separators 62. The corrugated and closely spaced 
plates of the latter are preferably made of metal and are 
securely held in their optimum spaced relationship. They 
are also preferably sand blasted in order to increase the 
capacity of the auxiliary separators. 
Any necessary further separation of steam and water 

takes place in the scrubber components 70 and 71, ar 
ranged between the auxiliary separators 62 and the final 
steam outlet 73. The scrubber components 70 and 71 
are of multiple corrugated plate construction similar to 
that above indicated for the auxiliary separator 62. Any 
water separated from the steam by the scrubbers 70 and 
71 is removed by the drain construction 74, for delivery 
to the water space below the water level 30. 
The tubes 80, 81 and 82 are representative of down 

comers, which, in many installations, connect with head-_ 
ers at the bottom of a steam generator, these headers be 
ing, in turn, connected to the inlets of the steam gen 
erating tubes, such as 18-23, inclusive. 
What is claimed is: 
l. In apparatus of the type including a separator sup 

` port as an upright wall having a rectangular opening for 
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the high velocity flow of a vapor and liquid mixture to a 
separator, a first junction box secured to said wall at 
said opening and providing an outlet passage of rectangu 
lar cross-section aligned with the opening, a vapor and 
liquid cyclone having a circular whirl chamber with an 
inlet formed by a second junction box of rectangular 
cross-section corresponding to the cross-section of the first 
junction box, means distributed around the facing perime 
ters of the junctionvboxes for guiding the second junc 

~ tion box and the cyclone into operative relationship 
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with the first junction box, and adjustable means co-act 
ing with the guiding means to force the second junction 
box into pressure tight and aligned relationship with the 
ñrst junction box. 

2. In combination, an upright separator support hav 
ing an opening for the ñow therethrough of a vapor and 
liquid mixture, means forming a whirl chamber vapor 
and liquid separator having an inlet through which the 
separator tangentially receives the high velocity flow of 
a mixture yof vapor and liquid, and having a separated va 
por outlet at its upper end, the whirl chamber also having 
an annular outlet for separated liquid at its lower end, 
interengaging means secured to the support and distrib 
uted around the perimeter of the opening in the support 
and throughout the perimeter of the separator inlet for 
guiding the separator into operative relation with the 
support, and means co-acting with said interengaging 
means to align the separator inlet with the outlet of the 
support and lock the aligned parts together in pressure 
tight relationship, said interengaging means including 
wedging elements operable to cause the weight of the 
whirl chamber means to force the support and the Whirl 
chamber inlet into close contact when the whirl cham 
ber is brought into position to interengage said means. 

3. In combination, an upright wall serving as a sep 
arator support and having an opening for the high ve 
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locity How therethrough of a vapor and liquid mixture, 
a junction box secured to the wall in circumscribing re 
lation to said opening, a vapor and liquid separator in 
cluding an upright whirl chamber having a junction box 

6 
with the ñrst junction box, and adjustable means secured 
to the tops of the junction boxes for co-action with the  
guiding means to force the second mentioned junction 
box into pressure tight and aligned relationship with the 

secured at its side for co-action with the tìrst junction box 5 ñrst junction box. 
to provide a substantially tangential inlet passage to the 
whirl chamber, the junction boxes being of like trans~ 
verse cross-section, and having facing perimeter por 
tions for pressure tight engagement therebetween, inter 
engageable guiding means of the gravity action Wedge l0 1,568,413 
type distributed around the facing perimeters of the 
junction boxes and secured thereto for guiding the whirl 
chamber and its junction box into operative relationship 
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